Davis+Gilbert Insolvency + Finance
Webinar | Subprime Auto: Participants’
Expectations in a Time of Crisis, a 360Degree Market Study
The Davis+Gilbert Insolvency + Finance practice group and authors of Credit Chronometer will be
presenting a webinar focused on the subprime auto market. Industry players — originators, investors,
servicers, trustees and their advisors — will especially find topics discussed of interest.

Overview
Historically, the vulnerability of subprime borrowers to economic shock has been subprime auto participants’
biggest fear. Now that such a shock is here, we polled over 100 participants of all types, including
originators, investors, trustees and servicers, to gauge and compare market sentiment versus our studies
done in 2019 and pre-Covid 2020.
It’s time for participants to buckle up and consider the road ahead. This webinar will help participants plan
their next move by revealing expectations and surprising variances across market groups related to such
factors as:
• Expected performance trajectory
• Credit enhancements’ ability to protect investors and obtain desired ratings
• Layered risk and credit extensions

Special Guests:
• Ines Beato, Senior Vice President, US ABS – Global Structured Finance, DBRS Morningstar
• Sean Morgan, Vice President of Finance, Westlake Financial Services

Davis+Gilbert Speaker:
• Joseph Cioffi, Chair, Insolvency + Finance Practice Group

Webinar Details
Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2020
Time: 1:00 p.m. (EDT)
Location: Webinar

Questions
Please contact: Carly Silverman, Davis+Gilbert Marketing Events Specialist csilverman@dglaw.com / 646
673 8318
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Attorney Advertising: Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome.

About Credit Chronometer
Economic, political and legal events impact loan and credit markets, each time moving us closer or farther
away from a cycle’s end, a crisis’ beginning or the next boom. From the perspective of lawyers and other
professionals who have lived through past cycles, Credit Chronometer™ is an award-winning blog
dedicated to analyzing the effects of these events on future performance and participants’ legal exposure.

Receive the latest credit market insights right to your inbox, and be sure to receive our second annual 360degree market study “Participants’ Expectations in a Time of Crisis”.
Subscribe Today
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